
OFFER YOUR DISCERNING SPECIALTY TEA CONSUMERS A BRAND
THAT DELIVERS AN ADVENTURE WITH EVERY CUP.

Features:

 We use the finest teas and flavourings combined 
 with herbs, dry fruits and flowers

 Available in exclusive single-origins, unique blends
       and fragrant herbal teas

 Extensive bulk tea program increases your
       credibility as a speciaty tea house

 Clear images create taste appeal as well as ease of selection

 We donate a portion of our proceeds to our 
 Humaniterra Foundation which aids both 
 local and foreign non-profit organizations.

Bulk Loose Leaf Tea Collection

Adventure redefined



Black Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

ASSAM

DARJEELING 
THURBO

ENGLISH 
BREAKFAST

A high-grown black tea from North India with a clear, sparkling taste and a light aroma, Darjeeling Thurbo is of 
the highest quality grade, FTGFOP, meaning Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe.

Assam GFOP tea is cultivated on the banks of Brahmapoutre in India. The greenhouse effect created by the 
region’s abundant rain produces teas classified among the best in the world. This tea has character and is rich in 
golden buds.

This English Breakfast blend is a marriage of specially chosen teas from Ceylon and India, using cut leaves for 
a strong and satisfying taste. 

ORANGE PEKOE 
KEPPETIPOLA

Grown at about 1000 meters above sea level, this tea is known for its delicate aroma and great taste.

KEEMUN

KEEMUN 
SUPERIOR

KENYA MILIMA 
ESTATE

LASPANG 
SOUCHONG

NILGIRI

Whole tea leaves, nicely rolled and prepared with much care,  produce a red and sparkling drink, with a slight 
chocolaty flavour and a nice orchid fragrance. 

A high altitude tea from the province of Andhui. Keemun Superior has small, brow-shaped ebony leaves that 
produce a lustrious red liquor. This tea has subtle and slightly smoky aroma. 

Composed of non uniform leaves and golden tips, this tea is considered Kenya’s finest and most elegant.
Can be compared to the finest Assam teas. Produces a bright liquor that is mellow and light in body.

With its full, long, twisted leaves, this classic tea has a strong, round aroma. To absorb a smoky flavour, the leaves 
are kept close to burning Chinese pine wood or cypress during preparation. 

This black tea from southwest India is cultivated at altitudes of 1000 to 2500 meters above sea level. It creates 
a brilliantly refined tea liquor, with a round body.

Our Black Tea Collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea recipes 
that tea drinkers have become accustomed to and seek.

ORANGE PEKOE 
DIMBULA

The best Dimbulas, such as this one, are picked during the dry season (January and February).
A black tea made of long twisted leaves; its full-bodied infusion gives a dark and very aromatic drink. 

ORANGE PEKOE 
PETTIAGALLA

A black tea well known for its long, wiry leaves, the Pettiagalla is cultivated at an altitude of approximately 
1000 meters above sea level, in the region of Balangoda. Its infusion is exquisite and very aromatic. 

PU ERH 
SUPERIOR

Pu Erh is cultivated in Xishuangbanna, fermented twice and aged. Its dark brown infusion offers a flowery, 
sweet aroma and powerful earthy taste. Pu Erh also aids digestion and lowers cholesterol. 

RUSSIAN 
CARAVAN

SZECHWAN

YUNNAN GOLDEN 
PEKOE

Russian Caravan, a specialty of Fujian province, is a blend of slightly smoked Chinese and Keemun black teas. 
With its strong smoky taste, it marries very well with milk. 

Szechwan tea has thin, golden-tipped leaves that produce a dark red liquor. Its almost-sweet bouquet and 
smooth texture give it its distinction.

This exquisite tea is produced in very limited quantity each year and boasts a superb burnished gold liquor. 
A rich, smooth, malty tea, less earthy than most Yunnans, with a firm astringent finish.



Black Tea Collection - Flavoured
ARCTIC FIRE

EARL GREY
 CLASSIC

A blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas comes together with earl grey flavour, authentic spicy bergamot oil 
and cornflowers.

This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is enhanced with tropical flavours, cornflower and sunflower petals.  

DROP OF 
HONEY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas bathe in the essence of honey and are topped with chamomile flowers.

KASHMIR 
NIGHTS

LEMON 
GINGER

Chinese and Ceylon black teas entwine with apple, cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger flavours; romantic rose petals 
provide the perfect conclusion to the night.

The bold flavours of Chinese and Ceylon black teas provide the perfect counterpoint to ginger and lemon flavours, 
musky marigold and cactus flower.

LEMON 
SUBLIME

MODEST 
MANGO

MONK’S 
BLEND

MOROCCAN 
MADNESS

PEACHES & 
CREAM

ROYAL FRUIT This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is splashed with strawberry, cherry and backberry flavours, then 
decorated with a touch of dried apple bits and rosehip petals.

Chinese and Ceylon black teas splashed with lemon and lime essences and stirred in with crispy lemon bits and 
orange zest for a fresh citrus blend that’s simply sublime!

The bold touch of Chinese and Ceylon black teas blends beautifully with our tropical mango flavor and crispy 
mango bits.

A blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas splashed with delicious notes of vanilla, jasmine and bergamot along 
with an added touch of mallow flower and sunflower petals. 

This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is complemented by spearmint flavour and leaves. 

Chinese and Ceylon black teas enjoy a smooth hint of cream, swirled in with delicious peach flavour and an added 
touch of rose and chamomile petals.

STRAWBERRY 
FIELDS 

Summery strawberry essence contrasts beautifully with bold Chinese and Ceylon black teas, strawberry bits 
and rose petals.

SWEET 
SPICY CHAI

VANILLA 
BEAN

VANILLA 
NUT

WILD 
CHERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas mixed in with chai spices, then sprinkled with safflower petals.

Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the bold notes of Chinese and Ceylon black teas and are 
accompanied by a bouquet of chrysanthemum and candied violets.

Chinese and Ceylon black teas combined with vanilla and macadamia nut flavours and an added touch of 
almond bits to create this tea’s memorable taste!

The bold flavours of Chinese and Ceylon black teas are flavoured with sweet, tart cherry essence, then topped 
with mountain berries and pomegranate petals to create a deliciously scented finish.  

WILD 
RASPBERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas come together with raspberry fruit mix and hibiscus petals to create this blend’s 
intense flavour.

APPLE 
CRANBERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas blended with cranberry and apple flavours, apple bits, mountain berries and 
cactus flower.  



Green Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

ASSAM FATICHERA 
DECAF.

BANCHA 
(JAPANESE)

CHUN MEE

DRAGONWELL 
LUNG CHING

GENMAICHA

GUNPOWDER 
TEMPLE OF HEAVEN

GYOKURO 
ASAHI

HOJICHA

JASMINE
FLOWERS

JASMINE 
PEARLS

KOKEICHA

KUKICHA

MAGNOLIA

Chun Mee is a classic tea, named after its eyebrow shaped leaves. Its infusion provides a very mild and pleasant 
taste.

During the abundant and irregular rain season, a green house effect created in the atmosphere produces some 
of the world’s best teas. Cultivated on the banks of Brahmapoutre, this Assam has a lot of character! 

Originating from ancient Japan, Bancha is low in caffeine and has a rich catechin content which is said to be 
effective in reducing body fat. Its flavour is fresh and light.

Green Japanese Bancha leaves, mixed with Genmai hulled rice kernels and corn, produce a slightly salty, light-
brown colored tea.

This rare golden-green Chinese tea is cultivated in the province of Zhejiang in a village called Dragon’s Well. 
Its mild and well-maintained aroma makes the Lung Ching a very popular tea. 

This superior-quality Chinese green tea with a distinct texture is found in Pingshui and neighbouring cities. 
Its leaves are rolled in the shape of small pellets, which once infused, offer a sharp and refreshing taste.

Gyokuro - Dew of jewels - is the most precious and refined tea Japan has to offer. When Gyokuro leaves are 
picked, once a year, only the most tender ones are kept. The infusion is soft and subtly scented.

Hojicha is composed of roasted Japanese Bancha leaves that are steamed, dried with hot air and rolled. Its 
liquor is brownish in color, with caramel and woody notes. It is also low in caffeine.

Jasmine flowers are picked and kept in a cool place. Tea leaves are then placed nearby for 4 hours to absorb 
the flowers’ aroma in order to create a delicate, well-balanced taste. 

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled with fine jasmine buds create an exquisite taste. 
Watch the pearls unfurl as you steep them—pleasing to the eyes, nose and palate!

Its tea leaves are steamed and ground between two granite wheels. Water is added to the resulting powder and 
the mixture is then dried into pine needle-like form. Kokeicha offers a soft, slightly bitter and aromatic taste. 

Solely picked during the spring season, the soft stems from the tea shoot are very rich in amino acids. 
The infusion is of a vivid jade colour with a smooth texture and fresh spring flavour.

Ever since the Ming dynasty, tea cultivators have been scenting their green tea leaves by layering magnolia leaves 
between them. This method allows the tea to take on a magnolia aroma and also adds subtle floral flavour notes.

Our Green Tea Collection responds to the consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being 
through natural products.

MAO FENG
This tea is picked very young, at the stage of only a bud and a single unfolding leaf. It produces a very clear drink, 
with a sweet and slightly bitter taste.

MISTY GREEN

MATCHA #40 This Matcha # 40 is often used to season foods. Cultivated in the Nishio-Aichi prefecture, its leaves are finely 
chopped and reduced to a powder with the help of a stone grinder.

Misty Green tea grows 800 meters above sea level in the Zhe Jiang Province. This high altitude produces ideal weather 
conditions such as long periods of fog and plenty of sunshine. Fresh and brisk aroma.

BANCHA 
(CHINESE)

This Bancha originates from China and is known to have low caffeine content and be rich in catechin content.  
Slightly more astrigent than the Japanese version.



SENCHA 
ASAMUSHI NO.20

SENCHA 
ASAMUSHI NO.40

CHINESE SENCHA 
(PANFIRE)

YUNNAN 
PREMIUM

This Sencha evokes the rows of cherry blossom trees that colour Japan’s four seasons. The young tea buds, carefully 
picked from June to July in the deep mountainous area of Shizuoka, create a beautifully balanced bittersweet tea.

This tea is carefully picked in a mountainous area at the mouth of the Abe River in Japan’s Shizuoka Prefecture. 
Its aroma is sweet and its texture, fresh. This Asamushi complements every meal!

This Chinese green tea is cooked in a saucepan immediately after the harvest, to stop its leaves from oxidizing 
as well as to produce its classic taste.

This tea’s plantation is situated approximately 2000 meters above sea level in Siamo, Yunnan. This is why its 
leaves grow very slowly. Its light yellow-green infusion gives out a very pronounced fragrance.

Green Tea Collection - Flavoured

APRICOT 
PLEASURE

ARCTIC FIRE

BLUEBERRY, POME-
GRANATE & VIOLETS

CHINESE CHERRY 
GARDEN

CLASSIC 
EARL GREY

Chinese Sencha tea is blended with delicious apricot flavour, then combined with sunflower petals, 
chrysanthemum flowers and dried mango bits.

Chinese Sencha green tea is enhanced with tropical flavours, cornflower and sunflower petals.  

Mild chinese Sencha green tea gets a fruity kick with blueberry and pomegranate essences, layered with the 
richness of whole blueberries and candied violets.

The fresh flavour of chinese Sencha green tea and sweet, tart cherry essence, sprinkled with mountain berries 
and pomegranate petals for a taste of spring!

Smooth chinese Sencha green tea comes together with authentic spicy bergamot oil and is amplified by 
cornflowers.

LADY IN BLUE 
(CHINESE)

Chinese Sencha green tea is blended with grapefruit and avocado flavours, then sprinkled with pomegranate 
and sunflower petals.

Green Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

LEMON 
GINGER
LEMON 
SUBLIME

MOROCCAN 
MADNESS

PEPPERMINT

STRAWBERRY 
FIELDS 

VANILLA 
BEAN

ZESTY 
ORANGE

Gentle chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect counterpoint to the zing of ginger and lemon.

Chinese Sencha green tea splashed with lemon and lime essences and stirred in with crispy lemon bits and 
orange zest for a fresh citrus blend that’s simply sublime!

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet 
flavour of chinese Gunpowder tea.

This chinese Sencha green tea is complemented by rich peppermint flavour and fresh peppermint leaves. 

Summery strawberry essence harmonizes with mellow chinese Sencha green tea, strawberry bits and rose 
petals.

Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the chinese Sencha green tea along with chrysanthemum.

Chinese Sencha green tea paired with orange flavour and zest along with lemon balm leaves to create this 
teas delicious tangy taste!

ALMOND 
CRUMBLE

Chinese Sencha combined with sweet almond essence and almond bits create a sublime cup of tea. 



White Tea Collection - Origin

PAI MU TAN Pai Mu Tan is a rare white tea made of very fine, silky leaves mixed with small buds. The tea leaves are 
first steamed and then dried. It produces a fresh and very mild infusion. 

White Tea Collection - Flavoured
VANILLA 

BEAN
A beautiful bouquet! Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the delicate floral notes of Pai Mu Tan 
white tea, along with rose petals and chrysanthemum.

Our White Tea Collection offers  the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle tastes of 
fruits and flower petals.

Oolong Tea Collection - Origins

Our Oolong Tea Collection is ideal for your consumers seeking a healthy alternative while still 
enjoying the taste and effects of tea.

TIE KUAN YIN

GINSENG

SHUI HSIEN

MILKY OOLONG

This Oolong tea is produced in the Province of Fujian, on the coast of the Anxi County in China. Its lightly cooked 
leaves emit a rich, floral fragrance. Its liquor is clear and smooth and its aroma is reminiscent of fresh orchids.

This Taiwanese tea produces a sweet and milky aroma. Its characteristics come from sudden climatic 
changes in the region where it’s grown. In spite of its name, it contains no dairy products. 

The Shui Hsien leaves are exposed to intense oxidation and roasted for long periods of time. This process pro-
duces a strong-flavoured tea with a light, honey aftertaste. It is traditionally cultivated on Mount Wu Yi in Fujian.

It’s believed that Ginseng has rejuvenating powers and provides stimulation to the entire body. Its root is 
known to help counter inflammation, fever and fatigue. Delicious when sweetened with a little honey.



Spa Collection - Origins

ROOIBOS 
(GREEN)

HONEYBUSH

CHAMOMILE 
FLOWERS

YERBA MATE

ROOIBOS (RED)
This caffeine-free, South African red herbal tea is from the Aspalathus Lionaris plant. Its red liquor resembles 
tea, and is rich in vitamin C and antioxidants.

Chamomile is one of the most widely used herbs for its calming properties. It is an anti-inflammatory that 
encourages digestion and boosts the immune system. Its taste is sweet and herbaceous.

Indigenous to the cape of South Africa, Honeybush is used to make medicinal tea and as a substitute for regular 
tea. It has a pleasant, mildly sweet taste and honey-like aroma. It is also naturally caffeine free.

Contrary to the popular red Rooibos, this green Rooibos is un-oxidized thus boosting the levels of antioxidants.  
This naturally non-caffeinated shrub is solely cultivated in the region of Cederberg.

This rich in vitamin C, South American herbal tea, was once used by the Incas for virtues that stimulated physical 
and intellectual health. It also provided them with a quenching and bitter drink.

Our innovative wellness Spa Collection uses the select herbal, fruit and spices to create a 
collection of naturally sweetened caffeine-free, no calories beverages.

Spa Collection - Flavoured
CARIBBEAN 

DREAMS

FOUR 
FRUITS

RUBY RED

STRAWBERRY 
MELON 

Rooibos herbal tea dallies with our tropical flavours, while safflower and dried carrot pieces brighten the day 
and crispy lemon and passionfruit add a burst of sweetness and sun.

Sweet and earthy Honeybush takes up with our four-fruit flavour blend and invites whole blueberries, 
strawberry pieces and mountain berries to come join the fun.

Honeybush herbal tea enjoys a sweet moment with the essence of strawberry; cranberry and pomegranate 
add a tart twist, topped with dried strawberry.

Honeybush herbal tea blends happily with the sweet essences of honeydew and strawberry to create this 
summery splash.

GRANNY’S 
GARDEN

MANGO FLIP

SUMMER 
BREEZE

A real fruit infusion, this combination of strawberries and rhubarb produces a naturally sweet drink that 
releases an aroma reminiscent of granny’s garden.

This mango infusion produces a juicy, tropical and naturally sweet drink.

A real fruit infusion, this combination of raspberries and cherries produces a fresh, aromatic and naturally 
sweet drink.



Well-Being Herbal Tea Collection
This 100 % natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and essenc-
es is designed to inspire harmony with oneself. 

This naturally-caffeinated Vanilla Chai flavoured Yerba Mate blend is designed to engage your senses 
making it the perfect addition to study sessions and hectic work days.

Chamomile’s soothing properties combined with subtle peach & vanilla aromas will guide your relaxation 
of the mind, body and soul. Caffeine-free.SERENITY

CONCENTRATION

Fruit Blend Collection
Our flavourful Fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers chosen with care. 
Naturally caffeine free, these blends produces delicious infusions, hot or iced.

A real fruit infusion, this raspberry and peach swirl will make your taste buds sing! Delicious served etiher 
hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

A real fruit infusion, this classic vanilla and strawberry flavour combination is designed to bring comfort to 
your day. Delicious served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

RASPBERRY PEACH

VANILLA STRAWBERRY



FLOWERS DESCRIPTION

Blooming - Green Tea Collection

Young green tea leaves are binded to a delicate amaranth 
flower and shaped in the form of a pearl to create an exquisit 
tea.

Rare green tea leaves are binded to a beautiful orange lily, then 
woven into a mushroom shaped tea ball. Enjoy a slight hint of 
ginseng as you watch it unfurl.

AMARANTH PEARL

GINSENG LILY

Blooming - White Tea Collection

High-quality white tea leaves are binded to a carnation flower 
to create a smooth, non-bitter tea that promotes clear-
headedness. 

White tea leaves are binded to chrysanthemum and amaranth 
flowers, then shaped in the form of an acorn to create a 
somewhat smokey flavor.

Young white tea buds are binded to a crown of jasmine and 
amaranth flowers to create a slightly sweet infusion.

CARNATION

CHRYSANTHEMUM
& AMARANTH

JASMINE & AMARANTH

FLOWERS DESCRIPTION


